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The rate of viscous energy dissipation in a shear layer of incompressible Newtonian fluid with
injection and suction is studied by means of exact solutions, nonlinear and linearized stability
theory, and rigorous upper bounds. The injection and suction rates are maintained constant and
equal and this leads to solutions with constant throughput. For strong enough suction, expressed in
terms of the entry angle between the injection velocity and the boundaries, a steady laminar flow is
nonlinearly stable for all Reynolds numbers. For a narrow range of small but nonzero angles, the
laminar flow is linearly unstable at high Reynolds numbers. The upper bound on the energy
dissipation rate—valid even for turbulent solutions of the Navier–Stokes equations—scales with
viscosity in the same way as the laminar dissipation in the vanishing viscosity limit. For both the
laminar and turbulent flows, the energy dissipation rate becomes independent of the viscosity for
high Reynolds numbers. Hence the laminar energy dissipation rate and the largest possible turbulent
energy dissipation rate for flows in this geometry differ by only a prefactor that depends only on the















































Fluid problems involving sources and sinks appear
many disciplines and applications ranging from biological
physical. By way of illustration we mention two well-studie
physical examples. Suction is used as a device to reduce
on an air foil1 because it is believed that suction dela
boundary layer separation and so reduces drag. The se
example is accretion flow in astrophysics2 in which matter in
disks is sucked into black holes or onto other conden
objects, including stars in formation. This flow becomes t
bulent and the resulting dissipation is important in determ
ing the luminosities of the disks. Though in this work w
shall be studying an example that is far from being as
physically realistic, there is an aspect of the astrophys
models that relates to an interesting theoretical problem
turbulence.
In Kolmogorov’s theory of homogenous isotropic turb
lence, it is assumed that as the viscosity tends to zero,
dissipation rate becomes independent of viscosity. In o
words, when measured in units of the typical velocity a
length scales in the systems, the dissipation~per unit mass!
goes like Re0 where Re is a Reynolds number such as
one to be defined in the next section. In the same way, m
eling of astrophysical disks leads to estimates on the diss
tion rate that is likewise independent of molecular viscos
*This paper is dedicated to Robert Kraichnan on the occasion of his 7
birthday.

















Naturally, there has been a considerable experimental e
aimed at testing the validity of such general conclusions b
in such experiments, the influence of walls is sometimes p
vasive.
For many cases of turbulent shear flows between v
smooth walls, the empirical friction law3,4 ~a.k.a. the law of
the wall! implies that the turbulent dissipation at larg
Renyolds numbers is like Re0/(log Re)2.5,6 On the other
hand, when the walls are rough, the results are different a
shown, for example, by some recent experiments on Cou
flow7 with textured walls. In the latter experiments, at lea
it appears that breaking up the boundary layer changes
role in determining the total dissipation and leads to a K
mogorov type of scaling with finite, viscosity independe
total dissipation.
While it is rather difficult to model the effects of rough
ness of the walls in a theoretical study, especially one tha
analytic in large part, there is another way to modify t
contribution of the boundary layer to the total dissipatio
We may take a lesson from the drag reduction method
suck the boundary layer out to let the main body of the flu
assert itself more strongly. Accordingly, in this paper, w
study the fluid dynamics of a simple flow with suction an
compute its rate of dissipation. Indeed, we study this flow
various ways.
We use the energy stability method8 which, as we shall
explain, leads us into considerations of obtaining bounds
the dissipation rates in the flow considered. Thus, e
though some of the quantities of interest in flows with su
tion cannot be computed in detail when the flows are tur
lent, we may hope to obtain bounds on them by exact ma
nd

















































1956 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 12, No. 8, August 2000 Doering, Spiegel, and Worthingematical analysis and these will be valid for turbulent flo
as well as for any laminar ones, steady or unsteady.
The procedures for bounding such quantities as turbu
dissipation have developed considerably in recent years
much of the work in this subject proceeding along one of t
similar looking approaches. Both of these start by splitt
the flow fields into two components, a background field a
a fluctuating field, with the main distinction being in th
nature of the background fields and their roles in the extre
izing procedures. One of the methods uses a mean fiel
the manner of the Reynolds decomposition4 as the back-
ground field. It was first formulated by Malkus,9 reformu-
lated and carried out successfully by Howard,10,11 and ap-
plied widely and effectively by Busse.12 The other approach
adopts a device of Hopf13 to let the background field play
more central role in the variational procedures. This meth
developed by one of us with Constantin,14 has ties to the
energy stability theory8 and it too has been applied to a num
ber of fluid problems, in Refs. 15–20, for examp
Kerswell21 has elucidated a formal mathematical connect
between these approaches.
Our interest here is in the specific fluid problem me
tioned and we shall explain details of the procedures
needed in the course of their use. In Sec. II we formulate
problem to be studied, a plane Couette flow with suction
one wall and injection on the other. In Sec. III we app
various stability concepts, both linear and nonlinear, to
laminar solutions to determine when they are physically
evant and when turbulence is possible and/or likely. A r
orous implementation of those ideas via the~s cond! back-
ground field method is presented in Sec. IV where we de
explicit rigorous upper bounds on the energy dissipation
as a function of the system parameters. In the conclud
Sec. V we summarize and discuss these results in view
recent analysis and experiments for shear driven turbule
II. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM
A. Boundary conditions and equations
To investigate the influence of suction on shear flow
we consider a layer of an incompressible~unit density! New-
tonian fluid with ~constant! kinematic viscosityn confined
between parallel rigid planes separated by distanceh. The
bottom plate, aty50, is stationary and the top one, aty
5h, moves with speedU* in the x direction. In referring to
top and bottom plates we establish the convention that thy
direction is vertical, though there is no gravity in the pro
lem. The third direction has coordinatez and the unit vectors
are i, j , k. The velocity field is designated asu(x)5 iux
1 juy1kuz .
In addition to the shearing motion imposed by t
boundaries, there is a uniform injection of fluid into the lay
with speed~flux! V* on the top plane. We seek solution
with constant throughput by imposing the same exit spee
fluid is removed uniformly on the bottom plane.~More gen-
erally, it would be of interest to let the rate of outflow va


























u52 jV* at y50, ~2.1!
u5 iU* 2 jV* at y5h, ~2.2!
as illustrated in Fig. 1.
The velocity field and the pressure fieldp(x,t) are gov-





The incompressibility condition together with the bounda
conditions leads to the supplementary boundary conditio
]uy
]y
50 at y50,h. ~2.5!
In this work, we restrict our attention to periodic boun
ary conditions on all dependent variables in the horizon
directions with periodsLx and Lz . The horizontal area of
one cell in the layer isA5LxLz . In addition, we define the











We shall explore the stability characteristics and energy
sipation rates of various states in the Re2u plane.
B. Energy dissipation
Our focus throughout this paper is on the rate of ene
dissipation per unit mass« as a function ofn, h, U* , and
V* . We shall derive an upper bound on« and compare it to
the value associated with the laminar flow that we presen
the next subsection. As we shall see, both the bound o«
and its laminar value are nonvanishing and independen
kinematic viscosityn as Re→`, and they are both finite and
independent of viscosity in the limit of a semiinfinite flui
layer.
As the dissipation rate is a bulk property in the turbule
case, it is helpful in defining it to introduce the notation



































dzu f ~x,y,z!u2D 1/2, ~2.8!
which is the so-calledL2 norm, and





f ~ t !dt, ~2.9!
the largest possible value of the long time average off.





























which follows from the Navier–Stokes equations with t
help of the boundary conditions. The presence of a total
rivative with respect to time instead of a partial derivati
serves to emphasize that while the norm does depend on
it is a constant in space. The terms on the right hand sid
this equation are, in order, the net flux of kinetic into t
layer, the rate of work performed by the injection and suct
processes, the power expended shearing the fluid layer,
finally, the power removed by viscous dissipation in t
fluid. The instantaneous rate of viscous energy dissipatio
thus identified asnuu¹uuu2.
We concentrate on the largest possible value of the l
time average of this last term, the viscous energy dissipa





For the semi-infinite layer (h→`), we will consider instead






A simple exact steady solution of the problem is t





For nonzero entry angles and values of Re not too sm
(Re tanu@1) the flow has a boundary layer at the sucti
plane,y50. There the velocity deviates from a nearly co



















eral values of the injection angle,u.
When u→0 (V* →0) the laminar solution reduces t
plane Couette flow withul 5 iU* y/h. This limit does not
depend on the viscosity at all and retains its structure an
→0. But for uÞ0 andy.0, the vanishing viscosity limit is
the constant flow field
lim
n→0
ul 5 iU* 2 jV* ~uÞ0!. ~2.15!
This limiting velocity field has constant parallel flow in th
bulk, is continuous at the injection boundary but isd con-
tinuousat the suction boundary becauseul (0)50 for all n
.0. The singularity is the result ofd l →0 as Re→` for
fixed uÞ0 andh; in general the limitsu→0 and Re→` do
not commute as regards the velocity vector field.


















Not unexpectedly, this expression reduces to the energy








This dissipation rate vanishes asn→0, while for uÞ0, the
discontinuity in the flow at the suction boundary results in
residual dissipation in the limit of small viscosity
FIG. 2. Streamlines for the steady laminar flow at several parameter va
~a! Plane Couette flow, Re5100 andu50. ~b! Re599.99 andu50.9°, with
laminar boundary layer thicknessd l '0.64h. ~c! Re598.77 andu59°,














































Dimensional analysis implies that« is the cube of the veloc
ity scale divided by a length scale in the system. This is
content of Eq.~2.18! with the prefactor depending on detai
of the geometry of the flow. We are familiar with scaling
which the energy dissipation remains finite and nonvanish
in the limit of high Reynolds number from Kolmogorov’
theory of energy cascade in turbulence. This flow is an
ample of steady laminar flows in which the dissipation
finite in the zero viscosity limit because as the norm of
gradient goes up, the volume in which dissipation occ
goes down.
One of the main aims of this paper is to compare
high Re energy dissipation rate to an upper limit on the
ergy dissipation rate valid forany solutions of the Navier–
Stokes equations, including turbulent solutions. One c
where the Reynolds number becomes large is for fixed
locities and viscosity as the layer thickness increases.
semi-infinite layer is not a very interesting limit foru50 at
fixed U* because the rate of strain in Couette flow vanish
whereas, foruÞ0, the laminar solution for a deep layer wit
suction on the boundary has the structure
lim
h→`
ul 5 iU* ~12e
2y/d!2 jV* ~uÞ0!. ~2.19!
The energy dissipation rateper unit horizontal areaof the
suction boundary is then














D. A useful decomposition
A device that we shall use throughout this paper is
decompose the velocity field into a steady background fl
and a time dependent field
u~x,t !5 iU~y!2 jV* 1v~x,t !, ~2.21!
where the base horizontal flow profileU(y) is as yet arbi-
trary except that it satisfies the boundary conditions onux .
That is
U~0!50 and U~h!5U* . ~2.22!
The meaning ofv will vary according to how we defineU





together with periodicity in the horizontal.
Leaving aside the specification ofU for the present, we
introduce the decomposition~2.21! into ~3.1! and ~3.2! to
obtain
















The evolution of the kinetic energy in the fluctuatio
field v is obtained by dottingv into Eq.~2.24! and integrating













Then on performing some integrations by parts and invok
















whereU8 is the derivative ofU.
III. STABILITY AND INSTABILITY
The stability or instability of the steady laminar flow i
~2.13! determines its realizability. Here we consider vario
aspects of the stability of our basic flow, both linear a
nonlinear. From energy stability theory8 we shall see that the
laminar flow is absolutely stable for sufficiently low Rey
nolds number or sufficiently large injection angles. On t
other hand, we shall find that the laminar flow is unstable
high Reynolds numbers for sufficiently small~but nonzero!
injection angles, thus merging into plane Couette flo
which is not linearly unstable at any Reynolds numb
though it is nonlinearly unstable at large Reynolds numbe22
A. Energy stability
For the general study of stability theory we let the bac
ground flow be the laminar solution, that isU(y)5U l (y).
Then the fluctuation equation~2.24! simplifies to
vt1v•¹v1 ivyU l8 ~y!1@U l ~y!]x2V* ]y#v1¹p5nDv.
~3.1!
The evolution equation of the kinetic energy in the flu









@nu¹vu21U l8 ~y!vxvy#, ~3.3!
is a homogeneous quadratic form inv that for any basic flow,
U l , associates a real number to each perturbation flow fi
Equation ~3.2!, with ~3.3!, is known as the Reynolds–Or
energy equation.23
Energy stability theory rests on the observation tha
the base flow is such thatH is a positive quadratic form, then
the kinetic energy in the fluctuation decays exponentially
time ast→`, uniformly in the initial condition. Positivity of
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tuation’s boundary conditions. When~3.4! is fulfilled, the






According to Gronwall’s inequality~see Appendix A! this
implies that the root-mean square fluctuation decays mo
tonically and exponentially:
uuv~•,t !uu<uuv~•,0!uue2mt. ~3.6!
The domain of theu2Re plane in whichH is nonnega-
tive is bounded by a curve of marginal energy stability. T






the infimum being taken over divergence-free vector fie
satisfying the fluctuation’s homogeneous boundary con
tions.
B. Absolute stability
Without actually solving the variational problem for th
curve of marginal energy stability, we may derive rigoro
bounds on its location in several ways by analyzing the q
dratic form directly. First we note that for any vector fie
that vanishes aty50 and y5h, Poincare’s inequality im-
plies thatuu¹vuu2> (p2/h2) uuvuu2. This is explained in Ap-
pendix A, as is the fact that for divergence-free vector fie





where the values53.757••• is obtained from the lowest ei
genvalue of the Stokes operator in a slab. Bounds on
indefinite term inH may be found by using various of th
inequalities given in Appendix A, and we find
U E
V
dVU l8 ~y!vxvyU< 12 U*h Re tanu12e2Re tanu uuvuu2, ~3.9!






















This condition corresponds to a curve Re1(u) in the u2Re









stable. The curve from this estimate, shown as Re1(u) in Fig.
3, decreases from an absolute stability estimate for pl
Couette flow, Re1(0)574.16•••. This proves that the lami-
nar flow is absolutely stable if the Reynolds number is sm
enough.
A complementary bound on the location of the curve
marginal energy stability may be derived by focusing inste
on the behavior ofv near the suction boundary. Using sta
dard analysis, we show, in Appendix B, thatH is certainly
positive if Re andu satisfy
12
nU*
2A2 tanu S 12 Re tanue2Re tanu12e2Re tanu D .0. ~3.13!
This condition corresponds to the line Re2(u) in Fig. 3, be-
low and to the right of the corresponding curve, the stea
laminar solution is absolutely stable. The curve Re2(u) has a
vertical asymptote at tanu5 12A2. This proves that the lami
nar flow is absolutely stable if the injection angleu
.arctan(12A2)'19.5° no matter how high the Reynold
number.
The precise curve of marginal energy stability is det
mined by the solution of the variational problem in~3.7!. We
find it by deriving and solving the Euler–Lagrange equatio
of that problem. These are
FIG. 3. Stability and instability boundaries in theu2Re plane. Re1(u) and
Re2(u) are the rigorous energy stability boundaries derived in the text@ he
steady laminar flow is absolutely stable below Re1(u) and to the right of
Re2(u)]. Res(u) is the numerically computed energy stability boundary;
horizontal asymptote is, as indicated, 2A1708'82.66, the well known en-
ergy stability limit for planar Couette flow. Its vertical asymptote is at
critical injection angle of about 3°. The discrete points in the upper
hand corner lie on Reu(u), the numerically computed curve of margina
linear stability. The steady laminar flow is unstable above Reu(u) which has
a vertical asymptote at the critical injection angleuc'arctan(
1
54 370)
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05¹•v, ~3.15!
whereq is the Lagrange multiplier from the incompressib
ity constraint andv satisfies the homogeneous boundary c
ditions. The critical Reynolds number of energy stability
determined, for a given injection angleu, by the smallest
value of Re for whichm50.
These equations permit single Fourier modes in thx
and z directions. From the variational statement, it can
shown that down-stream rolls (]x50) are local extrema and
numerical investigations confirm this. Such results may
obtained by using the numerical methods we shall desc
in the following discussion of the linear problem. In th
way, solutions were found for these equations. They de
mine the absolute stability boundary Res(u) in the u2Re
plane shown in Fig. 3.
C. Linear theory
To address the issue of instability, we consider the









1 iU l8 ~y!vy1¹p5nDv, ~3.16!
¹•v50. ~3.17!
For an e2ltei (ax1bz) dependence ont,x and z for all the
variables, the problem reduces to the following ordinary d
ferential equations for functionsvx(y),vy(y),vz(y), and
p(z):
lvx2 iaU l ~y!vx1V* Dvx2U l8 ~y!vy2 iap
5n~2D21a21b2!vx , ~3.18!
lvy2 iaU l ~y!vy1V* Dvy2Dp5n~2D
21a21b2!vy ,
~3.19!




where differentiation with respect toy is denoted byD.
Linear instability occurs in theu2Re plane whereve
the real part of an eigenvalue ofl for some horizontal wave
vector ia1kb is negative. The search for the boundary
this region, the condition of marginal stability, may be r
duced to the equivalent two-dimensional stability proble
with vz[0 and b[0 by ~a version of! Squire’s
transformation.23 For any eigenvalue,l, of the three-
dimensional problem at given values ofU* ,V* ,h, n, and
wave numberia1kb, there is a lower~absolute! value of
U* with the same eigenvaluel for the two-dimensional
problem at another wave numberiã. To see this, define
ã5Aa21b2 ~3.22!
and








Hence the three-dimensional incompressibility condition
Eq. ~3.21! becomes a two-dimensional incompressibil
condition
i ã ṽx1Dvy50. ~3.24!
Then, adding togethera3 ~3.18! andb3 ~3.20! and divid-
ing by ã we observe that
2l ṽx1 i ãFa
ã
U l ~y!G ṽx2V* D ṽx1 i Fa
ã
U l ~y!Gvy1 i ãp
5n~D22ã2!ṽx . ~3.25!
Recalling Eq.~2.13!, we see that Eqs.~3.24! and ~3.25! to-
gether with the transformed equation
2lvy1 i ãFa
ã
U l ~y!Gvy2V* Dvy1Dp5n~D22ã2!vy ,
~3.26!




Thus, on takingb505vz in ~3.18!–~3.21!, we can
eliminate vx and p to produce a fourth order Orr–
Sommerfeld-type equation for the normal velocityvy




and with boundary conditionsvy505Dvy @because of
~3.24!# at the walls.
A standard Chebyshev collocation technique iny was
employed to produce a matrix generalized eigenvalue pr
lem for l which was then solved numerically. The nume
cally determined linear instability boundary Reu(u) is also
shown in Fig. 3. The laminar flow is unstable if the Reynol
number is high enough and the injection angle is sm
enough. The linearized instability boundary in theu2Re
plane has a vertical asymptote that agrees with the ana
of Hocking24 for the semi-infinite layer. This corresponden
serves as a check on the computation.
The laminar flow is linearly unstable at high Reynol
number for angles 0,u,uc5tan
21(1/54 370)'0.001°.
The gaps in both angle and Reynolds number between
boundaries of absolute stability and linear instability, a
consistent with Hocking’s conclusion that the bifurcation
the semi-infinite layer atuc is subcritical.
IV. BOUNDS ON ENERGY DISSIPATION
Let us first sketch an intuitive derivation of the kind o
result to be anticipated. At high Reynolds numbers, we
pect the dissipation to be dominated by the shear in a
laminar sublayer. Let the Reynolds number of this bound
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the approximate volumeAd5(d/h)(Ah), we can estimate
















Modulo the geometric prefactor, this is the same as the
ergy dissipation in the laminar solution. As an estimate for
we may use the value of Re for marginal energy stability
the spirit of the proposal of Malkus25 to use the value for
marginal linear stability.
A. Upper bounds
Now we turn to the derivation of upper bounds on t
long-time averaged energy dissipation rate forany solution
of the Navier–Stokes equations. We recall the decomp
tion of the velocity field described in Sec. II D but this tim
the background field is not specified in advance, as in sta
ity theory, for instance. Instead, it is the method itself th




















which follows directly from the decomposition~2.21!. As
before,v satisfies the homogeneous conditions~2.23! and it
varies according to~2.24! and ~2.25!. The evolution of the
kinetic energy in the fluctuations is again~2.27!.
We add Eqs.~2.27! and~4.2!, multiply through by 2 and











In this formula the last term is linear inv, which is not
desirable in the procedure. We may remove it by the tra
formation
v5w2 iW~y!, ~4.4!
wherew5 iwx1 jwy1kwz satisfies the fluctuation’s homog







Then, on integration by parts of the middle term on the rig










that is, if we choose
W~y!5
V*
n F yhE0hU~y8!dy82E0yU~y8!dy8G . ~4.7!
























dVH n2 uu¹wuu21U8~y!wxwyJ . ~4.9!
In effect, we have just completed the square in the integra
last term on the right hand side of Eq.~4.3!. I is the same
functional asH of stability theory, withn replaced byn/2
andU8 instead ofU l8 .
Here is the essence of the bounding procedure: if
background profile may be chosen so thatI is a non-negative
quadratic form for divergence free vector fields satisfying
fluctuations’ boundary conditions—as does the fieldw de-
fined in Eqs.~4.4! and ~4.7!—then theI term in Eq.~4.8!


















The right-hand side of~4.10! does not depend on tim




























The first term on the left-hand side is manifestly no
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~since we assume finite initial kinetic energy!. Hence, taking










This is an upper bound on« in terms of the background flow
profile. In order to express« as an explicit function of the
system parametersU* ,V* ,n and h, we need to construct a
background flow profileU(y) satisfying the constraint thatI
is non-negative.
Since the quadratic formI is, apart from the change ofn
into n/2, the same as the quadratic form of energy stabi
theory in Eq.~3.3!, the constraint thatI be non-negative is
equivalent to the condition thatU(y) be marginally energy
stable at viscosityn/2, as if it were a steady solution. Hence
if U(y) were a steady, marginally energy stable profile
viscosityn/2, it would lead to an upper bound on the large
possible energy dissipation rates according to the formul
Eq. ~4.12!, even for fully turbulent solutions of the Navier
Stokes equations.
On examining Eq.~4.11!, we observe thatI would be
positive if U8(y) were to vanish, that is, ifU(y) was a
constant across the layer. But that would be inconsistent w
the requirement that the background profile satisfy the ph
cal boundary conditions,U(0)50 and U(h)5U* . How-
ever, a choice whereU(y) is constant over most of the ga
and varies only near the boundaries may work. This is
causewx and wy must vanish at the boundaries so that t
only way the productU8(y)wxwy can be large in magnitud
is if u¹wu2 is also large. This leads to a successful strate
Choose a background profile with a piecewise constant s
of the form
U~y!5H U* yd for 0<y<d
U* for d<y<h
, ~4.13!
with an adjustable boundary layer thicknessd, as illustrated
in Fig. 4.
To show that a small enough choice ofd ensures the
non-negativity ofI we may apply the analysis described
Appendix B to prove that













F I ]wx]y I
2
1 I ]wy]y I
2
1 I ]wx]x I
2
1 I ]wx]z I
2
1 I ]wz]x I
2











ensures thatI is non-negative. This choice makes sense
d<h, that is, for Reynolds numbers Re>2A2. As we saw in
the last section, the laminar flow is absolutely stable for v
ues Re,2A2 where upper bounds are not of use. What
mains now is to evaluate the upper bound in the param
regime Re>2A2.
Returning to Eq.~4.12! and adopting the backgroun











h S 12 3A22 nU* hD .
~4.16!
This explicit upper bound on the energy dissipation rate
valid for any solution of the Navier–Stokes equations w
these boundary conditions. In terms of the velocity scaleU*




F11 83tan2 uS 12 3A22 1ReD G U* 3h , ~4.17!








Note also that the upper bound on the energy dissipation
per unit horizontal area of the suction boundary,«̂B
[ limh→`(h«B) is finite in the limit of a semi-infinite fluid
layer.
B. Lower bounds
We may also derive a lower limit to the energy dissip
tion as a function of the system parameters. However,
best rigorous estimate we can produce at this stage is
below the exact laminar dissipation rate, or indeed any e
mates or bounds on the turbulent dissipation rate in the p
ence of suction at high Reynolds numbers. This issue ra
questions with regard to lower bounds that center on
difficulty of imposing the Navier–Stokes equations as a c
straint on the variational fields, as opposed to simpler fu
tional constraints. For parameter values where the lam
solution is absolutely stable, it is clear that its dissipation r
represents the absolute minimum long time averaged d
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the exact laminar solution is not absolutely stable, that
small u and large Re.
Consider first the dissipation functionalnuu¹ũuu2 mini-
mized over all divergence free vector fields—regardless
whether or not they are solutions of the Navier–Stok
equations—satisfying incompressibility and the bound
conditions. The Euler–Lagrange equations for this va





2 jV* . ~4.19!
Then it is easy to see that this solution realizes the glo
minimum of nuu¹ũuu2. Indeed, letv be the difference be
tween an arbitrary vector fieldu and the steady Stokes flow
so thatu(x)5 iU* (y/h) 2 jV* 1v(x). Then use the homo





This expression shows explicitly that the dissipation rate
the Stokes flow is an absolute minimum to the dissipat





Note that this Stokes lower bound is independent of
injection angle~independent ofV* ) and vanishes in the limi
of zero viscosity. The exact laminar solution matches t
dissipation only foru50 or in the Re→0 limit. The draw-
back of this lower bound is that Stokes flow is not a solut
of the Navier–Stokes equation for nonvanishingu and Re, so
it is not realized by solutions, laminar or turbulent, of t
Navier–Stokes equations.
We may investigate the minimization ofnuu¹ũuu2 over
solutions of the Navier–Stokes equations by imposing th
equations as constraints in a variational analysis. To illust
the challenges that this endeavor presents, we consider
the stationary Navier–Stokes equations. Let us write the
bitrary solution of the steady Navier–Stokes equations as
steady laminar solution plus a variation
u5ul 1v, ~4.22!
wherev is divergence free, satisfies homogeneous bound
conditions, and satisfies the transformed Navier–Sto
equations
05~U l ~y!]x2V* ]y!v1 iU l8 ~y!vy1v•¹v1¹p2nDv.
~4.23!
We denote the Lagrange multiplier enforcing the diverge
free constraint by22q(x), and the Lagrange multiplier en
forcing the Navier–Stokes equations by the divergence
field 2w(x) satisfying homogeneous boundary condition
































12w•@~U l ~y!]x2V* ]y!v1U l8 ~y!ij •v
1v•¹v2nDv#J dV. ~4.24!
The Euler–Lagrange equations are the constraints












2~U l ~y!]x2V* ]y!w1 jU l8 ~y!wx
2~¹w!•v2v•¹w2nDw. ~4.25!
The steady laminar solution is an extremum of the d
sipation functional if v[0 solves these Euler–Lagrang
equations. This does indeed solve the Euler–Lagrange e
tions when we choose the Lagrange multipliers according












q8~y!52U l8 ~y!W~y!. ~4.27!




cosh@~y2 h/2!/d l #2cosh~h/2d l !
sinh~h/2d l !
, ~4.28!
andq(y) follows by direct integration. Henceul is a critical
point of the dissipation; it is a local minimum, a local max
mum, or a saddle point.
With these choices for the Lagrange multipliers, the e




This functional is similar in structure to the quadratic form
energy stability theory. In fact the coefficient of the inde
nite term, proportional toW8(y), has a similar boundary
layer structure for smalld l , now with boundary layers a
both the injection and the suction boundaries. When
range ofF, defined on the restricted domain ofv satisfying
the transformed Navier–Stokes equations, is the set of n
negative real numbers, thenul is indeed the absolute mini
mum dissipation solution of the~steady! Navier–Stokes
equations. But it is difficult to check the signature ofF on
that restricted functional domain. On the other hand it
straightforward to studyF defined on the broader field o
divergence-freev satisfying homogeneous boundary cond
tions, as in the context of energy stability theory. IfF is a
non-negative quadratic form on this extended domain t
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bility informs us only thatF is non-negative for sufficiently
small Reynolds number or sufficiently steep injection ang
That is, the analysis on the extended functional domain
mains silent precisely in the dynamically interesting porti
of the u2Re plane whereul is not absolutely stable.
This difficulty cannot be avoided by enlarging conside
ation to solutions of the time-dependent Navier-Stokes eq
tions, u(x,t)5ul (x)1v(x,t). In that situation we introduce
time-dependent Lagrange multipliers and an additional t
integration. Presuming that we may neglect boundary te
from the time integrals, the variational problem is aga
solved by v[0 and the same time independent Lagran
multiplier fields. The nature of the critical point still remain
in question in the dynamically interesting region of theu
2Re plane.
It seems reasonable to expect thatul is the minimum
dissipation solution of the Navier–Stokes equations. We
unable to prove this conjecture with the mathematical te
nology at hand, but we may offer some more precise ph
cal reasoning to that effect. Assuming that time avera
^•& of bulk quantities exist~the usual kind of assumption i
statistical turbulence theory!, we may deduce two identitie
from taking the space–time average of the streamwise
vertical components of the momentum equation







where bot and top refer to the planes atz50 andz5h, and
t is the wall shear stress felt by the plates. Specifically,t top
is the force per unit area in the2 i exerted by the fluid on the
top plate, andtbot is the force per unit area in the1 i direc-
tion felt by the bottom plate. Combined with the time ave












The first term on the right-hand side above is the net flux
kinetic energy into the system; the injection-suction bou
ary conditions input more kinetic energy than they extra
The second term on the right hand side is the power
pended by the agent enforcing the slip boundary condition
the top; it is the work done by the top plate sliding on t
fluid. Note that the first term from the kinetic energy flux
precisely the high Reynolds number limit of the dissipati
in the exact steady laminar solution. Hence the only way t
a turbulent energy dissipation rate could be less than the
Reynolds number limit of the laminar solution is ift top,0.
That would mean that, on average, the turbulent flow w
conspiring topush the top plate along, rather than provid
any resistance to the shearing motion. This observation
vides some more motivation for the study of this low
bound problem. We shall not pursue the issue further h

























solutions, steady, unsteady or turbulent, of the Navie
Stokes equations with shear, injection and suction bound
conditions.
V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
Suction is generally regarded as a stabilizing influen
on flows as measured by the standards of parallel flows w
similar looking boundary layer profiles.23 But in the linear
version of our problem we see a minor exception to t
general rule. Plane Couette flow, which may be thought o
the limit of the suction flow for zero suction velocity, that i
u→0, is linearly stable. However, in theu2Re plane~repro-
duced in Fig. 5 for the purposes of this discussion!, we found
that the marginal curve for linear instability has a minimu
at the large but finite value Re'700 000. As the entry angle
tends to zero, the curve of marginal stability turns upwa
and reaches Re5` at u50 in agreement with standard re
sults for plane Couette flow. The critical Reynolds numb
also grows large asu increases from the minimum point, i
keeping with earlier stability studies for the semi-infini
layer23,24 for which the stability criterion is measured i
terms of Red[U* d l /n5tanu. We may regard this band o
unstable input angles as a linear instability inflicted on Co
ette flow by suction.
As to the nonlinear theory, we found that the flow
absolutely stable for Re less than a value close to 82 and
u greater than about 3°. This defines the narrow, se
infinite strip in theu2Re plane seen in Fig. 5. In the rela
tively small region of the strip above the parabolic-lookin
curve in the upper left hand corner of Fig. 5, we find line
instability. The question raised then is: in how much of t
FIG. 5. Summary of the stability portrait in the Re2u plane. The steady
laminar flow is absolutely stableaccording to the energy method for R
,82 or u.3°(with tanu'0.05). The steady laminar flow islinearly un-
stable in the indicated region in the upper left hand corner whereu
,0.001°(with tanu'0.0002) and Re>700 000. The dotted line is a sketc
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u50, nonlinear instability comes in at a Reynolds numb
~as measured here! of about 4000.22 We may expect that the
onset of nonlinear instability occurs as one crosses upw
through a curve in theu2Re plane extending from the~non-
linear! marginal result foru50. It is natural to imagine tha
this curve would go upward asu is increased from zero in
agreement with the usual notion that suction is stabilizi
Above this conjectured curve of nonlinear stability sketch
as the discrete points in Fig. 5—the precise location of wh
remains to be computed—we expect to find nonlinear so
tions that are the extension of the nonlinear instability
Couette flow.
The results on the bounds on dissipation also raise s
intriguing issues. It is helpful to express the results in ter










F11 83tan2 uS 12 3A22 1ReD G ,
~5.2!
effective in regions of theu2Re plane where the stead
laminar solution is not absolutely stable. This bound allo
for the residual dissipation in the vanishing viscosity limit
the sense thatb l →constant.0 as Re→`. In Fig. 6, the
FIG. 6. The dissipation factorb5«3h/U* 3 vs Reynolds number Re. Th
discrete data (•••) at the top are the rigorous upper boundbB(Re,u) in Eq.
~5.2! for injection anglesu51°,0.1°,0.01°, and 0.001°~there is very little
sensitivity of the bound to changes inu at small angles!. The dashed line
segment~- - -! is the best known high Re bound for turbulent Couette flo
bB(Re,0)'0.01087~from Ref. 26!. The crosses (3) show the fit in Eq.
~5.4! to experimental data. The solid lines~—! are, from top to bottom, the
dissipation factor in Eq.~5.6! for injection anglesu51°,0.1°,0.01°, and
0.001°. The lower envelope to the curves is the dissipation factor for p
Couette flow, the only rigorous lower bound available for the dissipat











bound is plotted as a function of the Reynolds numbers
several small values of the injection angle. The dissipat
factor bound in~5.2! is so insensitive tou asu→0 that the
points are not separated by more than the size of a dot.
In the u→0 limit of planar Couette flow boundary con
ditions, the dissipation factor bound in~5.2! is bB(Re,0)
'0.354, a much cruder bound than may be obtained by m
delicate variational estimates. The best bound known to d
for turbulent planar Couette flow is the result of an optim
zation procedure whose high Re asymptotic value is26
bB~Re,0!'0.011, ~5.3!
also indicated in Fig. 6. Without doubt there is room f
quantitative improvement in the bound in~5.2!, and it re-
mains to be seen how an optimized bound will depend onu.
It is not unlikely, however, that theu50 bound in~5.3! is
accurate for very small angles and high Re where the bou
are relevant.
As we mentioned at the outset, existing~smooth-wall!
data for shear-driven turbulence in the absence of suction






This empirical relation is indicated in Fig. 6, too. In th
absence of suction, the upper bound analysis appare
yields the correct leading order scaling (b;Re0) while fail-
ing to produce the logarithmic corrections.
Planar Couette flow with dissipation factor
b l ~Re,0!5Re
21, ~5.5!
realizes the absolute lower bound for the energy dissipa
in the absence of suction. This dissipation factor also m
mizes the dissipation functional over all divergence free v
tor fields satisfying the physical boundary conditions, as
found in Sec. IV B. This rigorous lower bound is the low
envelope of the curves in Fig. 5, a full factor of Re below t
upper bound at high Re.
The dissipation factor for the steady laminar solution





This is plotted for several injection angles in Fig. 6. It co
verges to the lower bound Re21 as Re→0 or u→0 and, in
contrast to the behavior in the absence of suction, it ha








While the steady laminar flow remains an exact solution
the Navier–Stokes equations and hence provides a lo
limit to any mathematically rigorous upper bound on t
dissipation factor, we stress that it is not known to be
absolute lower bound on the dissipation among solutions















































































1966 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 12, No. 8, August 2000 Doering, Spiegel, and WorthingThese results and observations may have interesting
plications for the mathematical analysis of solutions of
Navier–Stokes equations. This system represents, as fa
we can ascertain, a first example with flux across its bou
aries in which a finite constant residual dissipation is evid
in the upper bound analysis. Heretofore, the best estimate
the high Reynolds number friction factor in the presence
flux at the boundaries was Hopf’s original~ nd very general!
bound,b,O(eRe), which is not of much use practically. Th
upper bounds derived in this paper establish that a fi
asymptotic residual dissipation bound is possible in the p
ence of flux. However, because of the simplicity of the g
ometry in this case, it remains unclear whether more gen
finite residual dissipation bounds, like those Wang27 recently
obtained for shearing boundaries in the high Reynolds n
ber limit, can be derived when there is a normal compon
to the velocity at the boundaries.
More than this, for any angleuÞ0, the dissipation factor
for the steady laminar solution undercuts the high Re
trapolation ofbPK associated with the logarithmic frictio
law. We cannot generally rule out the possible existence
~turbulent! flows with lower dissipation factors thanb l , so
we cannot rule out the possibility of corrections like those
bPK. We may, though, confidently exclude the possibility
rigorously proving the existence of such corrections in th
asymptotic Re→` limit because the result for the exa
laminar flow is sufficient to establish the precise nature
the strictb;Re0 scaling in any upper bound. However,
seems unlikely that the energy dissipation rate in a high R
nolds number turbulent flow would be smaller than that in
steady laminar flow. This suggests that corrections to
high Reynolds number scaling such as the logarithmic f
tion law are in a very real sense delicate modifications
Kolmogorov type scaling with a nonvanishing but finite r
sidual dissipation. An arbitrarily small perturbation of th
boundary condition in the form of a small amount of sucti
appears sufficient to destroy the logarithmic corrections
the high Reynolds number limit.
This latter observation is not altogether surprising as i
known that turbulent shear flow over a rough boundary p
duces such simple scaling.5 In the case of pipe flow, the
turbulent dissipation factor depends on the degree of bou
ary roughness much as the dissipation factor depends on
injection angle for the problem studied in this paper. T
sensitivity of such~logarithmic! corrections to perturbation
in the boundary conditions is also illustrated in the rec
experiments of Cadotet al.7 where an array of bumps on th
walls in a turbulent Couette flow experiment resulted in
constant dissipation factor quite close to that in~5.3!. There
have been Taylor-Couette experiments with suction,28 but it
remains to be seen whether high Reynolds number sh
driven turbulence experiments with suction can be perform
in order to investigate these issues further. And there h
been direct numerical simulations of channel flow with
jection and suction at the walls,29 but the systematic compu
tational study of turbulent energy dissipation a simple sh
layer with injection and suction remains. These kinds of h




































Finally, from the point of view of astrophysical applica
tions, the results reported here seem intriguing. The strik
effects that suction has on the stability of shear flows im
that there will be strong interactions between the inflows
accretion disks and the shear. These could cause inter
tency in the turbulence whose dissipation is thought to p
duce the luminosities of the disks. There may be here a
tial explanation of the marked time dependence of th
luminosities. To investigate such possibilities, we need
allow more general exit conditions since there is the imp
cation that the throughput will become variable. Though
present study is still far from including astrophysically rea
istic conditions, the results uncovered suggest interes
possibilities for such applications.
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APPENDIX A: USEFUL INEQUALITIES
Here is a brief summary of the key inequalities used
the analysis:
Schwarz’s inequality.For functionsf (x) andg(x) which
are square integrable on the domainV
E
V
f g dV<uu f uu uuguu. ~A1!
Hölder’s inequality. There are more general versions




f g dV<supxPVu f ~x!u E
V
ugudV. ~A2!
Poincare’s inequality.One version of Poincare’s inequalit
states that for any square integrable functionf (x) satisfying




uu¹ f uu2 ~A3!
wherel1 is the smallest eigenvalue of the negative Lapla
ian with Dirichlet boundary conditions on the domain. For
slab of thicknessh, this lowest eigenvalue is at least as lar
asp2/h2 corresponding to a function with a sin(y/h) depen-
dence ony across the slab. A divergence free vector fieldv
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sv52Dv1¹p, ¹•v50, ~A5!
with Dirichlet boundary conditions.
Gronwall’s inequality.Consider a functionf (t) satisfy-
ing the differential inequality
d f
dt
<2m f . ~A6!







~emt f !. ~A7!
Henceemt f is a decreasing function of time, and fort>0 it is
bounded by its initial valuef (0). This means that
f ~ t !< f ~0!e2mt. ~A8!
APPENDIX B: PROOF OF „3.13…
In this Appendix we sketch the derivation of some of t
inequalities referred to in the text. We start with the fund


















Again, the Schwarz inequality, along with the fact thatu bu
<(1/2)ca21(1/2c) b2 for anyc.0, implies that the second













S 12 Re tanue2Re tanu
12e2Re tanu
D H cI ]vx]y I 21 1c I ]vy]y I 2J .
~B4!
The incompressibility condition¹•v50 and some integra
tions by parts utilizing the boundary conditions together w
applications of the Schwarz inequality imply that
I ]vy]y I
2
< I ]vx]x I
2
1 I ]vx]z I
2
1 I ]vz]x I
2
1 I ]vz]z I
2
. ~B5!






2A2V* S 12 Re tanue2Re tanu12e2Re tanu D
3H S I ]vx]y I 21 I ]vy]y I 21 I ]vx]x I 21 I ]vx]z I
2
2
1 I ]vz]x I
2




2A2V* S 12 Re tanue2Re tanu12e2Re tanu D uu¹vuu2. ~B6!
Inserting this estimate into Eq.~3.8! we deduce
H$v%>nF12 1
2A2tanu S 12 Re tanu e2Re tanu12e2R sin u D G uu¹vuu2.
~B7!
HenceH is certainly positive if Re andu satisfy
12
nU*
2A2tanu S 12 Re tanue2Re tanu12e2Re tanu D .0. ~B8!
In analyzing the functionalI in Sec. IV A the procedure
is the same withU l replaced by the profileU(y) from Eq.
~4.13!.
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